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Abstract. This paper presents an overview of and a brief critical re-
flection on game music’s impact on players both within and beyond the
context of gameplay. The analysis is based both on the current liter-
ature as well as on preliminary (work-in-progress) observations of our
research project Game Music Everyday Memories. We consider how the
functions and uses of game music potentially extend to people’s everyday
life, thus constituting a personally and culturally meaningful relationship
with music that is not immediately connected to gameplay. On the other
hand, we consider the ways game music and a person’s attachment to
the music are involved in gameplay motivation and potential game re-
tention. As a conceptual thematization, four approaches for identifying
the broader musical impact of games are suggested and discussed. To
substantiate the discussion, we combine some preliminary observations
from two different datasets gathered within the ongoing project: (D1)
personal narratives of fond game music memories (N=183), and (D2)
survey-data on favourite game music (N=785).
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1 Introduction

A game designer’s task is to try to put together core gameplay loops and other
game features that enable a desired type of game experience. It is well acknowl-
edged that music has a significant role in this equation. Consequently, a person
listening to game music is usually engaged in the specific interactional contexts of
play. Therefore it makes sense that research on game music has mostly examined
music and its meanings within and as a part of the game. Research in the field
of ludomusicology has adopted traditional tools of musicology, treating music as
a text and considering its function and meaning with respect to the narrative
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and mechanics of the game (see e.g., [10, 23]). Besides the hermeneutic investi-
gations, another line of research has taken an empirical approach and studied
game music within a psychological framework, focusing on the effects and role
of music in the gameplay experience (e.g., [19, 12, 25]). The existing body of re-
search has acknowledged the crossmodal and interactive nature of game music
[4]: In the course of the gameplay experience, music more or less becomes fused
with different gameplay activities and the related physical or imagined environ-
ments. It thus potentially gets associated with certain indexes (e.g., events of
the game) and functions (e.g., narration or mood management) within the game.
The motivation of this paper, however, is to stretch our understanding of such
game music’s indexes and functions in a manner that extends well beyond the
actual gameplay. Games in themselves inevitably become associated with mun-
dane situations and events of life, yielding personal everyday meanings. Yet, so
far, only very little research effort has been put into the impact of game music
outside the gameplay functions.

Gasca’s [6] PhD thesis was maybe the first study with the aim of showing that
game music has “transcended the medium and is enjoyed by audiences beyond
the game”. According to the study, people value experiences of game music
because of the memories they evoke. Many of such evoked memories were related
to the gameworld, its events, feelings and aesthetics. But similarly to musically
evoked memories in general [1], many of them included broader remembrances
and associations of past times: nostalgic memories of family, friends, places and
other autobiographically and socially significant experiences.

Although game music is composed for games, that is, specific activities per-
formed with the game-medium, it is still largely an open question how game
music differs from other types of music in terms of developing a personal attach-
ment and meaningful relationships with it. So far practically no published studies
exist that would have scrutinized whether game music’s habitual connections to
gameplay (i.e., the functional design within a game) would in some form extend
into the more varying situational contexts outside the game (i.e., functions in
everyday life). In other words, the question remains: what kind of role do games
themselves and gameplay experiences have on the relationship a person develops
with their music? This is one of the main motivations of our research project
Game Music Everyday Memories, within which we are doing empirical research
on how engagement with game music extends to people’s everyday lives.

In order to promote future studies in the field, and to provide some work-
in-progress observations on our ongoing research project, we will here concep-
tually formulate different ways to approach the phenomenon of constituting a
personally and culturally meaningful relationship with game music both within
and outside the gameplay. In the next section we will outline and describe four
theory-based approaches. The first approach is built on the gameplay motiva-
tion perspective. The next two are inherent to music psychology and concern
personal relationship with music and the use of music in everyday life. Finally,
the fourth approach focuses on game music’s impact on cultural conventions and
habits. All approaches conform to Tia DeNora’s [5] concept of human–music in-
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teraction as an all-embracing perspective that emphasises the action-oriented
[13] and constructive [15] nature in the organization of both game and music
related meanings. The perspective strongly correlates with Small’s [21] term
musicking, which frames music fundamentally as an activity and underlines the
heterogeneity of activities through which music is meaningfully engaged with by
people.

To back up the discussion in the following sections, we will reveal some pre-
liminary observations from two currently unpublished datasets gathered within
our ongoing project. Our intention here is not yet to present any comprehensive
report, but rather, offer some glimpses of relevant information and general views
on the basis of the ongoing analysis. The first dataset (D1) was collected in order
to qualitatively investigate personal meanings of game music in everyday life. It
consists of 183 spontaneous personal narratives of (self-selected) fond game mu-
sic memories gathered through a public call for stories (elicited writing method,
see [9]). The second dataset (D2) was collected in order to quantitatively study
game music preferences. It contains survey responses from 785 participants about
their favourite game music, the related gameplay situations and experiences, as
well as ways of engaging with the music outside the game. Both data collec-
tions were conducted in Finland. It should be noted that the detailed analyses
of both of the datasets are just currently underway and thus a subject of future
publications. In the present paper, discussions either refer to simple descriptive
statistical indicators, or preliminary typologies being built upon the analysis of
written narratives of game music memories.

2 Approaches to Game Music’s Impact

2.1 Music as a Motivator for Play

Although music and sounds are not typically implemented into the game me-
chanics directly (i.e., most games can be played muted), they are an important
ingredient of the imaginative immersion of games. For instance, music adds to
the feeling of “being there” and game sounds make the game environment feel
more responsive and authentic [17]. They are both important for story-driven
games and help the player to make sense of what is happening and is about
to happen in the game. While game music and game sounds may be argued to
have a mostly supporting function that “enhances”, “enables”, or “deepens” the
game experience (i.e., they would be part of the “shell” of a game instead of its
“core” in terms of gameplay dynamics, see [16]), in themselves, they may also
provide an impactful motive for playing games in the first place. Hence, besides
the assumed supporting role, we wanted to investigate whether music is also
able to carry “core” meanings that players desire to live through and reminisce
about. We asked in the D2 to what degree game music had influenced players’
decision to play a game they had chosen to play. An average response was that
this influence had been moderate. However, almost 40 percent of the respon-
dents stated that game music had influenced their game choice quite much or
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very much. Later in the survey, more than 50 percent of the respondents stated
that game music had been a reason for them to play the game again.

The attempt to understand play motivations has been a major vein of re-
search in the overlap of game studies, media psychology, and human-computer
interaction [24]. While the literature on player motives is growing rapidly, most
models have not considered game music as a motive to engage with games or
discussed how game music may be associated with overarching general play mo-
tives such as challenge, social interaction, or immersion. Our preliminary findings
suggest, however, that game music and sounds might not just belong to the shell
of the game experience, but that they might be something inseparable from its
core. The data thus indicates that game music may have a significant impact
both on the initial decision that players make when choosing a new game to be
played, and on retention, that is, their continuous choice to keep on playing and
coming back to the game.

2.2 Personal Attachment to Game Music

Both the gathering of elicited writings of fond game music memories (D1) and
the survey about favourite game musics (D2) gained a respectable number of
responses. The participants did not have any problems in naming their per-
sonal favourites. On the contrary, the willingness to share their fondly remem-
bered experiences with game music implies that personal attachment to pieces
of game music is not a marginal, but a more or less prevalent phenomenon. As
Gasca’s [6] study pointed out, and psychologists have previously documented [2],
music is strongly interconnected with memories. It is certainly not far-fetched
to argue that attachment to game music can be largely seen as a memory-
related phenomenon, especially concerning memories that include biographical
self-remembrance. Thus, a personal value of game music likely relates to mu-
sic’s ability to take a person back in time to meaningful moments and phases in
life experienced with the music, and to the related feelings and sensations that
accompany those memories [1]. Game music memories from D1 contained refer-
ences, for example, to other people, certain places, activities and technologies,
to autobiographical descriptions, as well as to some specific enjoyable moments
with the music or the game itself. Moreover, the attachment to game music can
also be examined through the language used in the written memories. The lin-
guistic investigation revealed a prevalent use of metaphoric language, such as the
use of a CONTAINER metaphor [14] in describing the memory. These linguistic
depictions of a container referred, for example, to “my mind” or “heart” in which
music-related experiences reside (or into which they come) – characterizing the
intimate relationship with the music memory.

In many cases, informants indicated that their memories and the related
imagery were appreciated, desirable, gratifying, or even inseparably belonging
to their life. In terms of Huovinen and Tuuri’s study on cherished music [7],
such embraced memories of game music imply that the music-based memory is
willingly and appreciatively being maintained, for example, through recurrent
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reminiscing. In D2 survey responses, reminiscing (i.e., “inner listening”) interest-
ingly appears to be the second most common activity the respondents do with
the game music outside the game (the most common being regular listening).

2.3 Uses of Game Music in Everyday Life

In the D2 study, respondents were asked about their activities with their favourite
game music outside the gameplay. Results quite clearly show that the majority of
players (65%) have those kinds of musicking activities (e.g., listening, reminisc-
ing, playing, singing), pointing out the relevance of the approach. When music’s
role is considered in people’s everyday life, it is not only seen as an object of
aesthetic appreciation, but as something that people do things with [5]. People
use music in different everyday circumstances, for managing moods, for social
bonding, and for self awareness [20]. Overall, music could be even taken as a
resource for constituting our identity as the persons who we are [5]. From the
personal narratives of D1 it is relatively easy to find examples of such usage of
game music. In the following quotation from the data, a male participant sum-
marises a collection of functions game music has in his life. This also exemplifies
the potential intermix of music’s functions between gameplay (e.g., energizing
for a fight) and everyday life (e.g., energizing for sports).

. . . Game music has acted as background music for many social get-
togethers (we have listened to a lot with friends, some also sang and
danced with full participation, the best!), motivated me in sports (epic
fight musics work well for this!), helped to cope when life felt difficult,
speeded up everyday life (e.g., cleaning is nicer when a game soundtrack
is playing in the background, such as Undertale), helped to fight the
studies (with Bloodborne’s Cleric Beast screaming in the ear, you just
need to escape into the depths of an essay), made me find my favorite
composer (Nobuo Uematsu) and generally get to know a wide variety of
music around the world. . . (a quotation from D1)

2.4 Game Music Cultures

One of the prevalent themes in the personal narratives of D1 concerned how game
music has had an effect on one’s musical taste and music listening habits out-
side the gaming context. Some informants even pointed out a more established
taste for game music with consumption practices resembling those of traditional
music genres (e.g., buying original soundtracks and attending game music con-
certs). However, D1 writings also contained several mentions that point towards
practices better considered as examples of participatory culture [8, 22] such as
listening to fan-made remixes, parodies or covers of game music on YouTube.
In all, the most mentioned way of listening to game music outside the gaming
context was through streaming services, often involving self-made playlists. Be-
sides representing a musical category of its own, another aspect of game music’s
cultural impact is its symbiotic relationship with the music industry. This is
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evident, for example, in using licensed popular music in games [3] and in differ-
ent cross-promotion strategies of marketing music and games [11]. In D1 there
are mentions of how games with licenced music have introduced new bands and
shaped the musical tastes of the informants but also how original (non-licenced)
soundtracks have sparked an interest in previously unfamiliar styles of music.
The potential synergy between game music and wider music culture is not only
limited to music listening, as there are also games, such as Guitar Hero or Elec-
troplankton, that incorporate music-making and other acts of musicking into the
core dynamics of the gameplay (see [18]). While there were only few mentions
about music games in D1, several respondents brought up how game music had
inspired them to take up composing or playing an instrument, or even had a
part in seeking for a career related to music.

3 Concluding Statements

In this paper, we have outlined four distinct approaches for identifying a broader
impact of game music. Through discussing these approaches, our aim was to pro-
vide some new prospects for game music research that would inspire both the
fields of music and game research alike. At this point, however, we are not yet
suggesting any comprehensive theoretical model that would cover all potential
dimensions of approaching game music’s impact. Of course, more comprehensive
results will be reported in future publications, as our research project proceeds
in analyzing the gathered datasets. Nevertheless, we hope that this early discus-
sion of the approaches here could serve as a rough thematization of potentially
valuable dimensions of game music’s impact.

The theoretical and methodological stance presented in this paper directly
reflects the perspective of our ongoing research, in which we aim to triangulate
different kinds of data for highlighting an interaction with game music in the
processes of personal and cultural meaning-making. Our datasets provide a great
deal of concrete examples of such processes. To mention but a few, one can
consider the following questions as anecdotal examples:

– how is game music able to “teach” a person to use fighting music as a tool
for personal emotional scaffolding (e.g., for overcoming life obstacles)?

– how do experiences of virtual skateboarding through empty industrial halls
while listening to skate-punk give an opportunity to negotiate one’s identity
and the role of music in it?

– how does hearing symphonic pieces of music along with emotionally loaded
game events provide ways for approaching and exploring classical music?

The talk about game music’s impact might lead one to think of game music
as an abstract force having an effect on the players and player communities. We
would rather argue that the impact should be seen as a result of an interaction-
based entanglement between game music and everyday life. Thus, we think we
need to raise questions about how a particular music is actively made meaningful
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by using it in particular activities and in particular contexts. Through consider-
ing people’s practical engagement with game music (as in the example questions
above) we even argue that the distinction between in-game and out-game mean-
ings becomes blurred – similarly to the way De Nora’s acknowledgement of an
active and self-reflective use of music has obscured the categories of intra- and
extra-musical meanings [5]. While our focus has here been on music’s meaning-
fulness, the adopted ”in-action” perspective should also provide fruitful insights
into video game research more generally. Similarly to music, the impact of video
games is entangled in many kinds of personal and cultural activities that make
our lives meaningful. From this perspective, it is particularly this experiential
intermix between the inside and the outside of a game that is brought into focus.
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